
An investigation into the lesser-known consequences of the mass-clothing industry
shares insights into the grassroots, global movement to reclaim traditional and
sustainable means of clothing production. (description adapted from Novelist)

Fashionopolis: the price of fast fashion and the future of clothes
by Dana Thomas

338.4768 Tho

After an Oregon mother finds an SOS letter in a box of Halloween decorations, a story
unfolds about the man who wrote it: a Chinese political prisoner, sentenced without
trial to work grueling hours at a "reeducation" camp - manufacturing the products sold
in our own big-box stores. (description from Novelist)

Made in China: a prisoner, an SOS letter, and the hidden cost of America's
cheap goods by Amelia Pang

331.11 Pan

Journalist Schlossberg examines how seemingly innocuous “everyday, run-of-the-mill”
decisions substantially affect the wellbeing of the planet. She divides her discussion
into four manageable parts devoted to, respectively, technology, food production,
fashion, and fuel. (description adapted from Publisher's Weekly)

Inconspicuous consumption : the environmental impact you don't know you
have by Tatiana Schlossberg

363.7 Sch

An expert on fashion and the environment discusses ways to create an ethical and
sustainable wardrobe, including tips on how to pare down your closet and find
affordable clothes which minimize environmental and social impacts. (description
from Novelist)

The conscious closet: the revolutionary guide to looking good while doing
good by Elizabeth L. Cline

646.3 Cli

Wear just 33 items for 3 months and get back all the JOY you were missing while you
were worrying what to wear. (description provided by publisher)

Project 333 : the minimalist fashion challenge that proves less really is so
much more by Courtney Carver

Ebook only

BOOKS RELATED TO SUSTAINABLE FASHION
Explore this list of titles for books that expand on the subjects covered in Unraveled:

The Life and Death of a Garment by Maxine Bédat.
Click covers
for catalog
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